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Abstract

As a rule, the phase velocity of unstable Farley-Buneman waves is found not to exceed the ion-acoustic speed, cs. However, there

are known exceptions: under strong electric field conditions, much faster Doppler shifts than expected cs values are sometimes

observed with coherent radars at high latitudes. These Doppler shifts are associated with narrow spectral width situations. To

find out how much faster than cs these Doppler shifts might be, we developed a proper cs model as a function of altitude and

electric field strength based on ion frictional heating and on a recently developed empirical model of the electron temperature

under strong electric field conditions. Motivated by the ‘narrow fast’ observations, we then explored how ion drifts in the

upper part of the unstable region could add to the Doppler shift observed with coherent radars. While there can be no ion

drift contribution for the most unstable modes, and therefore no difference with cs for such modes, under strong electric field

conditions, a large ion drift contribution of either sign needs to be added to the Doppler shift of more weakly unstable modes,

turning them into ‘fast-‘ or ‘slow-’ narrow spectra. Particularly between 110 and 115 km, the ion drift can alter the Doppler

shift of the more weakly unstable modes by several 100 m/s, to the point that their largest phase velocities could approach the

ambient E x B drift itself.
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Key Points:10

• The ion drift under strong electric field conditions has a strong impact on the Doppler11

shift of weakly unstable modes12

• Non-isothermal ions must be included in the calculation of Doppler shifts above13

110 km, particularly for the more weakly growing modes14

• The largest Doppler shifts that can be observed in Farley-Buneman waves is from15

narrow spectra near 114 km when the E field exceeds 50 mV/m16
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Abstract17

As a rule, the phase velocity of unstable Farley-Buneman waves is found not to exceed18

the ion-acoustic speed, cs. However, there are known exceptions: under strong electric19

field conditions, much faster Doppler shifts than expected cs values are sometimes ob-20

served with coherent radars at high latitudes. These Doppler shifts are associated with21

narrow spectral width situations. To find out how much faster than cs these Doppler shifts22

might be, we developed a proper cs model as a function of altitude and electric field strength23

based on ion frictional heating and on a recently developed empirical model of the elec-24

tron temperature under strong electric field conditions. Motivated by the ‘narrow fast’25

observations, we then explored how ion drifts in the upper part of the unstable region26

could add to the Doppler shift observed with coherent radars. While there can be no ion27

drift contribution for the most unstable modes, and therefore no difference with cs for28

such modes, under strong electric field conditions, a large ion drift contribution of either29

sign needs to be added to the Doppler shift of more weakly unstable modes, turning them30

into ‘fast-’ or ‘slow-’ narrow spectra. Particularly between 110 and 115 km, the ion drift31

can alter the Doppler shift of the more weakly unstable modes by several 100 m/s, to32

the point that their largest phase velocities could approach the ambient E×B drift it-33

self.34

Plain Language Summary35

HF and UHF radars routinely detect the presence of turbulence in the aurora be-36

tween 100 and 120 km altitudes. The turbulent structures are excited whenever the elec-37

tric field produces much larger electron than ion drifts. At their largest amplitudes, the38

structures end up moving at the ion acoustic speed, which can be much less than the elec-39

tron drift at times. The ion-acoustic speed comes from large amplitude structures re-40

ducing the driving electric field until they can no longer grow. The present paper deals41

with the fact that the ion-acoustic speed motion is actually in the ion frame of reference.42

For strong electric field situations, the ion motion in the upper part of the unstable re-43

gion is large enough to make the Doppler shifts observed from the ground either markedly44

faster or markedly slower than the ion-acoustic speed, cs. However, we also show that45

this deviation from cs is largest for weakly-unstable/ weakly-turbulent modes in which46

the observed spectra exhibit particularly narrow spectral widths. We also find that there47

is a real, but smaller, reduction from cs for weakly turbulent spectra in the lower part48

of the instability region, near 104 km altitude.49

1 Introduction50

When looking perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, radars frequently observe51

echoes associated with plasma irregularities. The E region below 130 km altitude is a52

particularly rich source of echoes at high latitudes under disturbed magnetic conditions.53

For 10 MHz and higher radar frequencies, it is now well established that when the am-54

bient electric field is such that the magnitude of the E×B drift, E/B, exceeds about55

400 m/s, radar echoes from large amplitude plasma structures are detected. The origin56

of the structures is known to be the Farley-Buneman (FB) plasma instability, which is57

produced by Hall currents whenever the relative drift between ions and electrons is larger58

than the ion-acoustic speed. The large Hall currents are produced because, below 12059

km, the ions become weakly magnetized while, in the same region, the electrons are strongly60

magnetized. Several comprehensive reviews exist on the nature and origin of the insta-61

bility (e.g., Fejer & Kelley, 1980; Hysell, 2015; Kelley, 1989), and need not be repeated62

here.63

Interesting examples of Doppler shifts that are much faster than the expected cs64

value have been found at high latitudes over the years and many, if not all, of these ex-65

amples are associated with narrow width spectra (e.g, Chau & St-Maurice, 2016; Sahr66
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& Fejer, 1996). It has been suggested by St-Maurice and Chau (2016) that the unusual67

Doppler shifts came from the addition of an ion drift contribution to the (already en-68

hanced) cs speed, given that the waves are produced in the ion frame of reference. We69

pursue this line of thought in the present paper with an important modification due to70

the fact that the ion drift is always perpendicular to the relative electron-ion drift, vd.71

We show that this means that the Doppler shift of the fastest growing, most unstable72

modes, is not affected by the ion drift. However, as the line-of-sight moves away from73

the most unstable direction, the ion drift is able to introduce a strong contribution, par-74

ticularly in the upper portions of the unstable E region. The fastest Doppler shifts would75

end up being found for the largest angular deviations from the vd direction and be as-76

sociated with particularly narrow spectral widths (so-called Type IV waves in the lit-77

erature). The goal of the present paper is to assess in precise terms what the maximum78

Doppler shift values should actually be, and then to compare the theory with available79

information from observations. We note that the theory also predicts the occurrence of80

narrow spectra with Doppler shifts substantially less than cs (so-called Type III, in the81

literature). The theory behind this related effect is included here. A comparison with82

observations of slow and fast spectra with narrow spectral widths is also carried out in83

the present work.84

In Section 2 we quickly address important relevant properties of interest regard-85

ing the background plasma. We first discuss the relative drift between ions and electrons.86

Next, we introduce a model of the isothermal ion-acoustic speed. Both properties need87

to be clearly documented as a function of altitude and electric field strength for what88

follows. Section 3 explores the properties of the unstable structures with an emphasis89

on the high altitude portion of the unstable region. Section 4 discusses how the phase90

velocities should go through a maximum somewhere above 110 km as a result of a com-91

bination of nonlinear wave properties and of non-negligible contributions from the ion92

motion. Three different models are constructed, compared and discussed. The models93

even open up the possibility to extract useful electric field information particularly in94

the presence of fast Doppler shifts in the higher parts of the unstable region. The con-95

nection with slow narrow spectra from the upper E region is also presented in that sec-96

tion. Section 5 provides examples from recent observations from VHF radars. This in-97

cludes the newly built ICEBEAR 3D radar with its capability to accurately localize the98

altitude of echoes.99

2 Background properties of interest100

2.1 Drift considerations101

In the presence of an electric field E perpendicular to the geomagnetic field, the
ion drift as a function of altitude is given by a well-known solution to the steady state
ion momentum equation. After neglecting neutral wind effects and taking away the small
pressure gradient contributions, the solution takes the form (e.g., St-Maurice et al., 1999)

vi =
E

B

αi

1 + α2
i

+
E× b

B

1

1 + α2
i

(1)

where αi = νi/Ωi with the symbols ν and Ω denoting the collision frequency with neu-102

trals and the cyclotron frequency, and the subscript i standing for ‘ions’.103

As discussed in more detail below, it is important to know the relative drift between
ions and electrons in strong electric field situations, since the unstable waves are produced
in the ion frame of reference (e.g., Fejer & Kelley, 1980). Above 100 km (the region of
insterest in the present work), the electrons can be assumed to be E×B drifting to a
high degree of accuracy, since νe << Ωe. This means that relative drift, vd, between
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ions and electrons is given quite accurately by

vd ≡ ve − vi =
E× b

B

α2
i

1 + α2
i

− E

B

αi

1 + α2
i

(2)

A property that proves to be quite important is that the ion drift vi is perpendicular104

to the relative drift vd. This can easily be shown from Equations (1) and (2) since the105

dot product vi · (ve − vi) = 0.106

We will also require later on to deal with the magnitudes of vd and vi. From the
above expressions it is easy to show that they are given by

vd =
E

B

αi√
1 + α2

i

(3)

vi =
E

B

1√
1 + α2

i

(4)

so that vi/vd = 1/αi. In the model used in this paper, the ratio is less than 1 below107

118 km, where αi passes through the value of 1. This means that, since the ion collision108

frequency decreases exponentially with altitude, the relative drift in the ion frame of ref-109

erence decreases rapidly past the αi = 1 altitude (118 km in our model calculations).110

2.2 The isothermal ion-acoustic speed111

The isothermal ion-acoustic speed, cs, is a critical parameter to ascertain in the FB112

instability problem because vd has to exceed cs for the plasma waves to grow at all. Some113

non-isothermal corrections exist under certain conditions to be discussed below, but cs114

remains a key reference. While cs is relatively constant in the presence of weaker elec-115

tric fields, the situation is very different with very strong electric fields, just when the116

FB instability is strongly excited. It therefore proves important to see how cs varies in117

the unstable region when strong electric fields are present.118

The isothermal ion-acoustic speed is given by the well-known expression

cs =
√
kb(Ti + Te)/mi (5)

where kb is the Boltzman constant, mi is the ion mass and Te and Ti are the electron119

and ion temperatures, respectively. A proper calculation of cs therefore requires a good120

handle of the ion and electron temperatures as functions of altitude during strong elec-121

tric field events.122

For Ti, we use well-known ion frictional heating expressions (e.g., St-Maurice & Chau,
2016)

Ti = Tn +
mn

3kb
v2i = Tn +

mn

3kb

(E/B)2

1 + α2
i

(6)

where mn is the mean mass of neutral constituents. Here we again neglect the neutral123

drift vn, which can sometimes have non-negligible effects but cannot be determined from124

coherent radar observations alone. Neglecting the effect of vn amounts to stating that125

our discussion pertains not so much to the electric field but rather to the effective elec-126

tric field E′ = E+vn×B (St-Maurice et al., 1999). In the end, the key element needed127

for the calculation of Ti is αi, which requires the ion-neutral collision frequency. We used128

the collision frequencies posted in Schunk and Nagy (2009) together with MSIS model129

for the neutral densities, after scaling it in such a way as to have αi equal to 1 at 118130

km altitude, following the work of Sangalli et al. (2009).131

This brings us to a calculation of Te. There is now, fortunately, a simple way to132

handle Te based on an empirical model that has been developed by St-Maurice and Good-133

win (2021). The model used exceptionally good incoherent radar data from a very strong134
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Figure 1. Modeled isothermal ion-acoustic speed in m/s, as a function of E/B and altitude

electric field event observed by RISR-N. It established/confirmed that Te responds to135

E/B essentially in linear fashion once the E/B exceeds 800 m/s. St-Maurice and Good-136

win (2021) found that this unexpectedly simple feature means that the heating rate pro-137

duced by unstable plasma wave is basically associated with E/B to the power 3 or 4,138

depending on the electric field strength.139

Thus, in the present work, we have used the St-Maurice and Goodwin (2021) val-
ues and expressions. For E/B in excess of 800 m/s, this meant having

Te = Te0 + Ce(E/B − 800) (7)

where Te0 and Ce were tabulated as functions of altitude by St-Maurice and Goodwin140

(2021). Note that Te0 is based on an estimate for the neutral temperature, Tn, and that141

for E/B < 800 m/s we simply used Te = Tn.142

Figure 1 shows the resulting calculated variations in the ion-acoustic speed as a func-143

tion of E/B and altitude based on expressions (5), (6) and (7). For E/B < 800 m/s,144

Ti, like Te, is for the most part quite close to Tn since ion frictional heating is not large145

in that case at the altitudes of interest. This explains why Figure 1 shows only a mod-146

est increase in cs with altitude if E/B < 1000 m/s. The small increase is largely the147

result of a modest increase in Tn with altitude. This means that typical cs values are be-148

tween 350 and 600 m/s for E/B < 1000 m/s. By contrast, it can also be seen from the149

same Figure 1 that the ion acoustic speed should be greater than 1300 m/s above 110150

km with electric fields of 150 mV/m (E/B = 3000 m/s). Already, values in excess of 1000151

m/s are found above 110 km altitude if E/B exceeds 2000 m/s. This stated, for altitudes152

less than 110 km, cs remains less than 800 m/s even for E/B ≈ 2000 m/s.153
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3 Phase velocities of FB waves at the top of the unstable layer154

According to linear FB instability theory, we must have (e.g., Fejer et al., 1975)

ωr =
k · (ve +Ψvi)

1 + Ψ
=

k · (ve − vi)

1 + Ψ
+ k · vi (8)

Here, ωr is the real part of the frequency, and k is the wavevector for a particular un-155

stable direction. If the aspect angle can be neglected, (near-perpendicularity of k to the156

magnetic field), Ψ = νeνi/(ΩeΩi). Importantly for what follows below, this expression157

for the frequency clearly states that the unstable waves are produced in the ion frame158

of reference.159

The growth rate, γ, from the linear FB instability theory is given by (e.g., Fejer
et al., 1975)

γ =
Ψ/νi
1 + Ψ

[
(ωr − k · vi)

2 − k2c2s
]

(9)

It follows from equations 8 and 9 that the most unstable modes (fastest growing) are found
when k points in the vd direction. We also note that if the plasma waves move at close
to the threshold speed (near zero growth rate condition) we should have

(ωr − k · vi)
2 = k2c2s (10)

We have already seen that cs increases with altitude while vd decreases with alti-160

tude. This means that when vd is large enough to have instability somewhere in the E161

region, there has to be an upper altitude cutoff at which the growth rate becomes very162

small. This upper altitude cutoff is determined from the altitude at which vd has gone163

down to become equal to cs. This condition applies to all destabilizing electric field con-164

ditions, be they weakly or strongly destabilizing.165

Thus, at the upper altitude boundary of the instability, we would have ωr = (kcs+166

k ·vi). However the only waves that would grow there would have to be in the vd di-167

rection, which, as seen in the previous section, happens to be always perpendicular to168

vi. Using the fact that ωr → k ·vd and that the only unstable modes are for k paral-169

lel to vd the phase velocity, vph, at the upper portion of the unstable layer would have170

to be given by the condition vph = vd = cs with the waves pointing in the vd direc-171

tion. Below that upper altitude cutoff, vph need not point in the vd direction. This means,172

as we discuss next, that the ion drift will affect the Doppler shift in the upper portions173

of the unstable region, though not near the upper boundary itself.174

4 The fastest phase velocities in strongly-driven cases and how these175

relate to the E × B drift.176

As seen/discussed in section 2, the cs profile is very different in the presence of a177

strong electric field. The ion drift then also becomes significant higher up and the alti-178

tude at which vd exceeds cs could even go above 120 km. This means that a potentially179

large ion drift contribution would now need to be taken into account.180

As eluded to above, the ion drift does not contribute to the Doppler shift of the181

fastest growing modes, which are along vd. However, if the angular width of the ‘insta-182

bility cone’ is βM and if we can assume, for example, that all unstable waves within that183

cone move at cs in the ion frame of reference (more on this below), then a Doppler shift184

as large as cs+vi sinβM could be observed. Being on the edge of the instability cone,185

such waves, like those at the top of the unstable region, would have narrow spectral widths,186

owing to their weak growth rate, i.e., weakly turbulent state.187

We illustrate the two Doppler shift possibilities in Figure 2. The cartoon from that188

figure illustrates that if a radar line-of-sight points between the vd and vi directions as189
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Figure 2. Cartoon illustrating how the ion drift contributes to the Doppler shift of waves

growing outside the direction indicated by vd. If the line-of-sight is along the red line (‘los 1’),

i.e. between vd and vi, the ion drift and vd components add up along the line-of-sight (β > 0

case). For all other directions, such as with the ‘los 2’ blue line (β < 0 case), they work in oppo-

site direction.

shown for ‘Los 1’, the components of a phase velocity in the vd direction projected along190

the line of sight will be added to the component of vi along the line-of-sight. For all other191

directions of the line-of-sight, like ‘Los 2’, the components work in opposite directions192

and the total Doppler shift is diminished.193

At this point, the results depend on additional details about the nonlinear evolu-194

tion of the unstable waves, which determine the nonlinear phase velocities as a function195

of direction. Under the assumption of isothermal conditions there are two contrasting196

positions. The first one, which we will call here the ‘St-Maurice and Hamza’ condition,197

is one for which the phase velocity of the largest amplitude modes is equal to cs in the198

ion frame of reference for all unstable directions, i.e. everywhere inside the instability199

cone. An alternative has been proposed by Hysell and co-workers and will be labeled here200

as the ‘Hysell’ condition. In addition, Dimant and Oppenheim (2004) have pointed out201

that the instability may not be treated through isothermal ions in the upper part of the202

unstable region. The non-isothermal ion consequences for the Doppler shift in situations203

where the ion drift matters will therefore also be presented.204

4.1 The case for saturation of unstable modes at a phase speed cs in the205

ion frame206

4.1.1 Saturation at cs in the ion frame of reference207

Numerous radar observations from the lower part of the unstable region (e.g., Hy-208

sell, 2015, and references therein), numerical simulations (e.g, Oppenheim & Dimant, 2013,209

and references therein), and theoretical considerations (e.g., St-Maurice & Hamza, 2001)210

have led researchers to conclude that, in the region where there is no need to consider211

the impact of the ion drift on the Doppler shift, the maximum Doppler shift of observed212

radar spectra does not exceed cs, or more generally speaking, the instability threshold213

speed. This Doppler shift is observed in directions for which the plasma is expected to214

be unstable. The Doppler shift is smaller than cs for spectra observed in directions for215

which the linear theory predicts stability, implying that in those directions, mode-coupling216

is at work. The spectra with Doppler shift of the order of cs have been dubbed as ‘Type217

I’ and the slower types, which have typically larger spectral widths, have been dubbed218
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as ‘Type II’. In what follows we assume that the situation is the same higher up where219

the ion drift matters, with the caveat that we should allow for the fact that the cs sat-220

uration takes place in the ion frame of reference which is itself moving with respect to221

the ground.222

4.1.2 Predictions based on the nonlinear ‘St-Maurice and Hamza’ model223

It is important to realize that (1) radar observations are biased to the largest am-224

plitude structures, δnk, of the turbulent plasma because the cross section is proportional225

to |δnk|2 (e.g., St. Maurice & Schlegel, 1983) and (2) that if the largest amplitude struc-226

tures move at the ion-acoustic speed it can only be because their electric field, Ein =227

(E0 + δEk) is lower than ambient and such that the component of the Ein × B drift228

that is perpendicular to the long axis of the structures is equal to the threshold speed,229

namely, cs (here, E0 stands for the ambient electric field and δEk stands from the elec-230

tric field produced by the density perturbations associated with the large amplitude struc-231

tures, or ‘waves’). This actually means that the instability does what it is supposed to232

do, i.e., bring the plasma to stability, but with the caveat that this can only happen in-233

side individual structures, and not everywhere at once.234

The reason for the incomplete coverage of the plasma by depleted electric fields (in-235

termittency) in the unstable regions is that the structures have to decay after having reached236

a maximum amplitude, owing to the fact that non-local effects necessarily trigger the237

growth, along the magnetic field, of perturbed electric fields. This forces the structures238

to dissipate through a shorting of their electric field (Drexler et al., 2002). The notion239

of an electric field that decays inside unstable structures after having reached a maxi-240

mum amplitude is supported by high resolution interferometric CW radar observations241

carried out by Prikryl et al. (1988, 1990) who found clear examples of unstable (grow-242

ing) plasma waves that moved at much faster velocities than the ion acoustic speed at243

first -when their amplitude was small- only to slow down to a ‘heated’ ion-acoustic speed244

type of phase velocity when the waves reached their maximum amplitude, after which245

they quickly dissipated.246

4.1.3 Electric field reduction inside unstable FB structures247

Sato (1973) and, later on, St-Maurice and Hamza (2001) described how electric fields248

inside large amplitude structures would become weaker in response to growing density249

fluctuations. Sato (1973) used a mode-coupling approach in which a large primary wave250

vector kp was pointing in the original (most unstable) plane wave direction, namely, the251

E×B direction. A much smaller ks was then added along the background electric field252

direction, i.e. along what had been the trough or crest lines of the original plane wave.253

In that context, the ks direction was following the long axis of a structure that was per-254

pendicular to the kp direction. The original structure could therefore no longer be de-255

scribed in terms of a superposition of pure plane waves in the E×B direction.256

St-Maurice and Hamza (2001) followed a different route but ended up with the ex-257

act same results. The mode-coupling issue was only implicit in their work. The model258

simply considered how the electric field inside elongated structures had to rotate and de-259

crease, owing to secondary but important electron Hall drifts in the ks direction, which260

for the most unstable modes would have been the original electric field direction since261

ion mean drifts were neglected. These Hall drifts generated electric fields along the long262

axis of the structures in much the same way as the linear instability did in the original263

kp direction, namely, with density gradients along the ks direction, the electrons Hall264

currents had to be balanced by the ion Pedersen currents, thereby creating a polariza-265

tion electric field that could be computed.266
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As mentioned, in spite of their different takes on the problem, Sato (1973) and St-
Maurice and Hamza (2001) ended up with the same expression for the electric fields in-
side unstable structures, using current continuity arguments across the structures in both
the kp and ks directions. The result for the electric field inside the structures, Ein, was
given by

Ein =
E0 +XE0 × b

1 +X2
(11)

where E0 is the background (or ambient) electric field, b is a unit vector in the magnetic267

field direction, X = αδn/n0 and α = αi/(1 + Ψ). The parameter α is the negative of268

the ratio of the Hall to Pedersen conductivities, −σH/σP , and is readily extracted from269

equation 2. Note that X > 0 for density enhancements (or ‘blobs’) and X < 0 for den-270

sity depletions (or ‘holes’). In view of the above discussion we could also use the nota-271

tion δnkp instead of δn to signify that the expression relates to fluctuations associated272

with instability in the original kp, or primary wave vector, direction. We note that when273

X << 1 the electric field inside is not too different from the ambient field and that the274

small electric field correction produces a well-known expression extracted from linear in-275

stability theory, namely, δEkp
→ XE0 × b.276

From equation (11) it is easy to see that the electric field inside rotates toward the
E0 ×B directions and that its magnitude becomes smaller according to

|Ein| = E0√
1 +X2

(12)

The 1/(1+X2) dependence ensures that as the amplitude grows, the nonlinear phase277

velocity slows down.278

Consider next a situation for which kp is not parallel to vd. Since elongated struc-279

tures are an essential construct of the FB instability theory, most of the diffusion that280

slows down the growth has to be in the kp direction, i.e. diffusion occurs perpendicu-281

larly to the direction of elongation (which started as ‘wave fronts’ at the linear stage).282

It has to follow that threshold conditions are met without significant changes in the elec-283

tric field of the structures whenever kp · vin
d = kpv

in
d cosβM = kpcs(1 + Ψ) = kpc

∗
s. In284

these expressions, the use of c∗s instead of cs is just to shorten the notation. Also βM is285

the largest kp angle with respect to vd at which structures can grow. We re-emphasize286

that for such structures X << 1 so that Ein ≈ E0, i.e., v
in
d is actually simply given287

by equation 3 when we are interested in the largest angles at which waves can grow.288

4.1.4 Fastest Doppler shifts predicted by the nonlinear St-Maurice and289

Hamza model290

As already stated above, since vi ⊥ vd, the ion drift contribution to the Doppler
shift is non-existent for the fastest growing modes. For other modes, if the wave vector
is at an angle β to the vd direction, an ion drift contribution equal to vi sinβ needs to
be added. In the St-Maurice and Hamza model, the velocity along any value of kp for
which there is growth becomes equal to c∗s in the ion reference frame. This means that
the Doppler shifts that can be observed are on the edges of the unstable cone and that,
if the ions can be assumed to be isothermal, they are given by

vmax
ph = c∗s ± vi

√
1− c∗2s

v2d
= c∗s

1±
√(

E

B

1

c∗s

)2
1

1 + α2
i

− 1

α2
i

 (13)

Being interested at this point in the fastest possible Doppler shifts that can be observed,291

we focus our study on the root with the + sign for the time being. The other thing to292

note is that the argument inside the square root operator must be greater or equal to293

zero. If it is equal to zero, the waves are located at the top of the unstable layer and there294
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Figure 3. Contours of maximum phase velocities that can be observed by a ground-based

observer when ion drift contributions are included, the instability is isothermal, and with cs

saturation along any and all unstable kp directions.
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Figure 4. Contours of the difference between the maximum phase velocities shown in Figure 3

and the ion-acoustic speed shown in Figure 1.

is, once again, no ion drift contribution, as discussed in Section 3. In that case, as stated295

there, vph = vd = c∗s.296

Figure 3 shows the fastest phase velocities that can be observed under the condi-297

tions just described, namely: saturation of all phase velocities in unstable directions at298

c∗s relative to the ion drift direction, with the ion drift component along the line-of-sight299

being added, as indicated by Figure 2. We have chosen to stop the calculations for E/B =300

4000 m/s (roughly a 200 mV/m electric field). While stronger electric fields are known301

to exist, fields in excess of 150 mV/m are rarely detected by radars. Figure 3 makes all302

the relevant points. First it shows that, if the isothermal assumption holds, the maxi-303

mum observable phase velocity can become rather close to the value of E/B at altitudes304

between 112 and 118 km. The position of that peak moves up as the electric field strength305

increases because the ion-acoustic speed stops increasing with altitude at some point (the306

Te increases are more moderate), so that if the relative drift between electrons and ions307

is still large enough to have instability, the instability cone widens and the ion drift con-308

tribution along the line of sight increases. It should be repeated here that when the Doppler309

shift is very close to E/B in narrow fast spectra, the line-of-sight must be close to the310

E×B direction, since the unstable waves cannot be moving faster than the electrons.311

The point about the ion drift contribution being considerable higher up is perhaps312

made clearer with the help of Figure 4 which shows the difference between the largest313

drift of Figure 3 and the ion-acoustic speed of Figure 1. The drift differences maximize314
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at altitudes that are just below where relative drift starts to go down sharply, thereby315

indicating that the decrease in the magnitude of the relative drift vd between ions and316

electrons is causing the decrease in the observed maximum phase velocity. The insta-317

bility cone becomes narrower as vd decreases, and the ion drift comes increasingly close318

to perpendicularity to vd, meaning that the ion drift contribution along the edge of the319

instability cone decreases even though the plasma is still unstable overall. It’s just less320

unstable so that the ion drift contribution cannot be as large owing to geometric con-321

siderations.322

The numbers displayed in the contour plots of Figures 3 and 4 also deserve a com-323

ment. First of all, the theory used to produce Figure 3 indicates that if the plasma den-324

sity is large enough above 112 km to make the instability detectable, then the largest325

phase velocity observed from the ground over a wide field of view would go through a326

peak value between 114 and 118 km altitudes. Furthermore, that maximum would ac-327

tually be rather close in both magnitude and direction to the E × B drift itself. Sec-328

ondly, Figure 4 makes it very clear that once the altitude is above 105 km the ion drift329

can introduce phase velocities that quickly exceed the ion-acoustic speed by more than330

200 m/s if the electric field is greater or equal to 75 mV/m in magnitude.331

4.2 Fastest velocities predicted by the nonlinear Hysell model.332

Hysell (2015, and references therein) assumed that the saturation speed decreased
away from cs with a cosβ dependence away from the most unstable direction, which, in
the generalized formulation, has to be taken as the vd direction. St-Maurice and Chau
(2016) added the ion drift contribution to this. In other words, their nonlinear expres-
sion for the phase velocity, vlos, along a line-of-sight was given by

vlos = k̂p · vd
cs
vd

+ k̂p · vi (14)

where k̂p = kp/kp is just the direction of the primary unstable wave vector. With this333

in mind, we now generalize the Hysell ansatz by using vd rather than ve = E × b/B334

as the reference direction since the most unstable modes are along vd and not along ve.335

It follows from Equation 14 that with the Hysell ansatz the nonlinear phase veloc-
ity is given by

vNL
ph = cs cosβ + vi sinβ (15)

where β is the angle between kp and vd. As with the other isothermal model, at the edge
of the unstable cone we must have the threshold velocity, meaning that at the maximum
unstable angle of the cone, βM , we must have cosβM = vd/cs. This means that depend-
ing on which side of vd the kp direction is, i.e., the wave vector selected by the radar line-
of-sight direction is, we end up with

vmax
ph = c∗s

[
c∗s
vd

± vi
c∗s

√
1− c∗2s

v2d

]
(16)

This final expression is identical to what we obtained for the other isothermal case (equa-336

tion 13) except for the fact that the first term inside the square bracket is smaller, be-337

ing now c∗s/vd instead of 1.338

The next task is to compare the Hysell model results with those from the St-Maurice339

and Hamza model. The best way to assess the differences is though another figure that340

shows the result of the calculations for the same background model ionosphere. The ‘Hy-341

sell model’ results are shown in Figure 5. This figure shows that fast narrow velocity pro-342

files extracted from the St-Maurice and Hamza versus Hysell models have significant dif-343

ferences. For one thing, with the ‘Hysell model’, the phase velocities keep increasing with344

altitude even by 120 km altitude instead of peaking near 116 km. The magnitudes in the345
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Figure 5. Same as for Figure 3 but for the ‘Hysell isothermal model’.
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Hysell model are also smaller than when we assume that saturation is at cs irrespective346

of direction: adding a cosine dependence to the saturated phase velocity in the ion frame347

of reference makes the phase velocities smaller and narrows down the unstable cone, which348

in turn reduces the ion contribution.349

4.3 Non-isothermal modifications to the ion drift contribution350

Our presentation thus far has dealt with isothermal ions. However, Dimant and Op-351

penheim (2004) have pointed out that as the altitude approaches 120 km the ion heat-352

ing is modulated in the waves themselves so that the description offered by the isother-353

mal theory becomes less accurate. We are therefore now adding these effects to inves-354

tigate where and if they become important for the computation of the maximum phase355

velocities.356

While the present discussion is based on the Dimant and Oppenheim (2004) work,
we follow here the formulation/notation used by St-Maurice and Chau (2016). The fre-
quency is still given by Eqn 8. However, the growth rate is now given by

γ =
Ψ

1 +Ψ

k2pv
2
d

νi

[
(1− 1/α2

i )

(1 + Ψ)2
cos2 β +

2

3

(cosβ)/αi {(cosβ)/αi − sinβ}
1 + Ψ

− c2s
v2d

]
(17)

where β is still the angle between kp and vd. The growth rate depends on β because the357

Modulated Ion Ohmic Heating by Waves (MIOHW) inside the waves depends on the kp358

direction. This means that Ti is enhanced with some wave vector directions and decreased359

for some other directions. This modulates the diffusion rate and introduces the compli-360

cated directional response shown by the equation. By contrast, in the isothermal case,361

the second term inside the curly brackets would not be present and the first term would362

not have the (1− 1/α2
i ) factor in it.363

We now use the same assumptions as for the isothermal calculations, namely, that364

the electric field inside the structures decreases through the introduction of a secondary365

wave vector ks as the amplitude grows. This decrease continues until a zero growth rate366

is attained, at which point the structures reach their maximum amplitude. We chose once367

again to use Ψ << 1 since the altitude is high enough that unless there is a parallel368

component to the wave vector, this has to be the case. A second reason is that as long369

as Ψ is small (values of the parallel wavevector that are smalle enough), the threshold370

speed is smaller, making the instability cone wider and the contributions from the ion371

drift as large as can be on the edge of the instability cone.372

In more precise terms, for a given direction β in waves that are strongly unstable,373

we assume from our nonlinear model that Equation 17 is set to zero through a decrease374

in the magnitude of the relative drift, vd, just as was done for the isothermal case. This375

stated, the present focus of the paper is with fast narrow structures generated on the edge376

of the instability cone. In that case, we do not change vd but we find instead for what377

value of β the growth rate approaches zero (marginally unstable modes). When vd is large378

enough for a solution to γ = 0 from Equation 17 to exist (i.e. for a vd/cs ratio of or-379

der 1 or greater), there are in fact two solutions, one for sinβ > 0 and the other for sinβ <380

0. In the first instance the ion drift adds to the Doppler shift, while in the second case,381

it reduces the drift (recall Figure 2). Note that the same situation existed in the isother-382

mal case, with the difference for the isothermal case that the two solutions were iden-383

tical aside from a change in the sign of sinβ. The non-isothermal case does not have this384

symmetry.385

The zero growth rate calculation could be done analytically in terms of x = sinβ,386

but the calculations are cumbersome. We chose instead to build a simple solver that finds387

the two values of sinβ for which γ = 0 in Eqn 17, assuming the vd/cs ratio is large enough388

for a real solution to exist. The values of sinβ so obtained typically give the widths of389

the instability cone on each side of vd. Having found the angular spread on each side390
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 3 but for the non-isothermal ion theory of the FB instability.

of the instability cone we can then add the ion drift contribution from vi sinβ as we did391

for the isothermal case, i.e. we add vi0 sinβ = (vd/αi) sinβ to cs. For reference, note392

that in the isothermal case we would have found vd cosβ = cs, from which we would393

have stated that the marginally unstable waves were moving at cs in the ion frame. The394

present procedure is similar.395

A final remark is in order here: when αi is of order 1 or less, and for weaker desta-396

bilizing values of vd/cs, there are some solution pairs for which sinβ is negative in both397

instances. This means that even the fastest modes can actually move more slowly than398

cs in such situations. This remains the exception as it only happens near the region for399

which the plasma is only marginally unstable overall, i.e., close to the top of the unsta-400

ble layer.401

The results of the non-isothermal calculations are shown in Figure 6 for the faster402

of the two solutions, namely, those for which sinβ is positive. A first point to note is that403

below 115 km, the values obtained from the non-isothermal theory are rather similar to404

the isothermal case with the St-Maurice and Hamza model, though a bit smaller. Above405

115 km, the net factor [1−1/(3α2
i )] in front of the cos2 β term inside the square bracket406

on the RHS of Eqn 17 acts to decrease the growth rate. This happens because, by then,407

αi becomes of order 1, which is reached at 118 km for our collision frequency model. A408

value of cosβ closer to 1 is therefore required for instability so that the width of the un-409

stable cone becomes smaller. As this happens, the contribution of the ion drift to the410

net Doppler shift has to decrease, since said contribution is from vi sinβ = (vd/αi) sinβ.411

A natural consequence is that, as seen in figure 6, the top boundary of the unstable re-412

gion is lower than for the isothermal case.413
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 but for the side of the instability cone where the ion drift reduces

rather than increases the Doppler shift seen from the ground.

We conclude from Figure 6 that, like in the isotropic St-Maurice and Hamza model,414

the ‘fast narrow’ spectra (or Type IV as they have been labeled) keep getting faster with415

stronger electric fields. However, the peak values are smaller than predicted by the isother-416

mal theory and the altitude of the peak Doppler shift is lower than for the isothermal417

case. At its peak, the maximum Doppler shift observable from the ground remains a few418

100 m/s less than E/B, even though this is smaller than for the isothermal case with its419

somewhat higher altitudes and its maximum phase velocities approaching the value of420

E/B at the peak values.421

4.4 Slow Doppler shifts with narrow spectral widths422

While we have not until now covered the side of the unstable cone for which the423

ion drift reduces the Doppler shift observed from the ground, we do so here with Fig-424

ure 7. The figure makes the point that the slow modes remain affected by the ion drift425

even around 105 km altitude and above. This creates a maximum in the slowest drifts426

around 104 km when the electric field is very strong (E/B > 2000 m/s). For weaker427

electric fields there is hardly any difference with the isothermal speed until we reach 110428

km altitude. Above that height and for E/B > 2000 m/s, the slow Doppler shifts are429

more than ‘slow’ and they even take a sign opposite to that of the fast narrow modes.430

This is the result of having a decrease in cs with altitude while vi keeps increasing. When431

the electric field is very strong, the contribution from vi is enhanced and this triggers432

a decrease in the threshold speed and therefore widen the negative side of the instabil-433
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Figure 8. ICEBEAR 3D echoes observed during an active event on 25 April 2021. The left-

most panels (a and b) shows the signal-to-noise levels and various Doppler shifts observed as a

function of MLT and Magnetic latitude between 02:30 UT and 04:30 UT. The rightmost panels

(c and d) display the altitude distribution of echoes obtained in three successive Doppler shift

speed bins 400 m/s wide, corresponding to the three populations evident in panel c). Panel d)

shows the median and upper/lower quartile distributions of altitude in each Doppler bin. Note

that we exclude the “west beam´´ of the ICEBEAR 3D data from the altitude calculations,

where altitudes are anomalous.

ity cone. Similar outcomes for slow narrow spectra would have come from the isother-434

mal theory.435

5 Discussion436

5.1 What model should we use?437

While physical insights from the isothermal model prove to be useful, the non-isothermal438

results shown in Figures 6 and 7 are the ones we should pay attention to, because (1)439

non-isothermal effects simply cannot be ignored above 110 km and (2) we favor a model440

for which the direction for the limiting effects of diffusion on the growth rate is simply441

that of kp.442

5.2 At what altitudes are fast Doppler shifts actually observed?443

Figure 8 offers a preliminary view of some results obtained from the recently built444

ICEBEAR 3D coherent radar data (Lozinsky et al., 2022), which followed by a couple445

of years the advent of the already successful ICEBEAR radar (Huyghebaert et al., 2019;446
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Figure 9. Bivariate histogram reproduced from part of Figure 6 in the Chau and St-Maurice

(2016) paper. The data were acquired during a one hour interval during the peak of the major

storm on March 17, 2015. The color scale refers to the log of the count.

Huyghebaert, McWilliams, et al., 2021). The echoes were extracted during a strong elec-447

tric field event, when the IMF BZ component was -5 nT on average and both the up-448

per and lower envelope of the auroral electrojet index showed evidence for a consider-449

able expansion of the auroral zone. The top and bottom left panels (a and b) on the left-450

hand-side show the signal-to-noise ratio and Doppler shift observed as functions of lat-451

itude and magnetic local time (same thing as if longitude had been swept). For the echoes452

in each of three wide Doppler speed bins, panel d) presents the median altitude position,453

with the error bars denoting upper and lower quartile distributions. While there are plenty454

of slower echoes at, say, 112 km, the figure illustrates that faster Doppler shifts only show455

up at higher altitudes. While there is at this point no clear determination of an altitude456

at which the Doppler shift might go through a maximum, we can nevertheless compare457

the information at hand against our preferred non-isothermal ion model. With a 1100458

to 1200 m/s Doppler shift being observed on average between 110 and 115 km altitude459

Figure 6 indicates that E/B should be of the order of 1300 to 1500 m/s. This implies460

an electric field strength of the order of 65 to 75 mV/m.461

5.3 First results on the observation of narrow spectra in light of the present462

theory463

Figure 9 is a reproduction of one bivariate histogram which came as part of Fig-464

ure 6 in Chau and St-Maurice (2016). The data were obtained during the afternoon of465

the particularly strong magnetic storm of March 17, 2015. The figure shows that a clear466

Type IV ‘island’ with very narrow spectral width was seen with a Doppler shift between467

1200 and 1400 m/s. Interestingly, during strongly disturbed conditions, bi-variate his-468

tograms from the ICEBEAR datasets are very similar to the results posted by Chau and469

St-Maurice (2016). An example from the early days of ICEBEAR (not ICEBEAR 3D)470

is shown in Figure 10. We notet that, at the time, the ICEBEAR altitude could not be471

determined with great accuracy.472

The narrow spectral lines at the bottom of the plots recorded in Figures 9 and 10473

have to mean that the observed modes were only weakly unstable, i.e., vd cosβ was close474

to cs. As discussed above, an additional contribution equal to vi sinβ would need to be475

added to this. Also, given the weakly growing conditions, we should have β → βM . Then,476

we have to recall that the only altitude where βM = 0 has to be at the top of the un-477

stable layer since, at that location, vd is the only direction for which there is instabil-478
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Figure 10. Same as in Figure 9 but for a disturbed period sampled by the ICEBEAR radar

during its earlier days of operation. The spectra were measured on March 10, 2018, between 2:30

and 3:30 UT. Videos showing data with some overlap from this time period are provided in the

Supplemental Material, highlighting the evolution and characteristics of the fast Doppler spectra

measurements.
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ity. By the same token, at any lower altitude in the unstable region, the vi sinβM term479

has to be added.480

Figure 6 shows that there are many possible solutions to having narrow spectra with481

a 1300 m/s Doppler shift. For instance, at 103 km altitude, the calculations show that482

E/B should have been 4000 m/s. Noticing that for this condition cs from Figure 1 would483

be around 850 m/s, this means that vi sinβM would have to account for 450 m/s. This484

is due, in this instance, to vi sinβM ≈ vi (very wide instability cone) and the fact that485

even with αi ≈ 10 - as is the case around 103 km- we end up with a contribution from486

vi sinβ ≈ vi of the order of 400 m/s. Higher up, smaller values of E/B can accommo-487

date the production of narrow spectra with 1300 m/s. Going all the way to top altitudes,488

the non-isothermal model indicates that there should be a very narrow transition to a489

1300 m/s Doppler shift above 117 km, with a top altitude that does not change much490

with E/B.491

The model calculations shown in Figure 6 indicate that the value of the observed492

Doppler shift from narrow spectra would maximize in the 112 to 116 km interval. This493

is the range of altitudes where, for a given value of E/B, the fastest narrow spectra would494

show up. Importantly, in addition, the approximate 5 km altitude interval would max-495

imize the chances of detecting ‘fast narrow’ spectra. In that interval only some small vari-496

ations in the Doppler shift would be expected. Specifically, a 1600 m/s E/B value would497

introduce Doppler shifts that vary by less than 50 m/s on each side of a 1300 m/s Doppler498

shift in the 111 to 116 km interval. Alternately, for the detection of 1200 to 1400 m/s499

Doppler shifts with narrow width spectra, we could infer that E/B should be between500

1500 and 1750 m/s, according to Figure 6.501

Another population of narrow spectral width echoes can also be seen in Figures 9502

and 10, this time with a 350 to 450 m/s Doppler shift. There are no other narrow spec-503

tra between 450 m/s and 1100 m/s even though there are plenty of ‘normal’ Type I spec-504

tra with 150 to 350 m/s spectral widths and 500 to 700 m/s Doppler shifts (normal fully505

turbulent spectra associated with the most unstable directions that are little affected by506

the ion drift, as already discussed above). The Doppler shift of the slower narrow spec-507

tra fits very well with the lower peak that would take place between 102 and 107 km al-508

titudes in Figure 7, which is predicted to be between 400 and 425 m/s for a 1500 to 1800509

m/s E/B inferred from the Type IV (fast narrow) observations. In other words the bi-510

variate histograms are providing evidence for the fact that for modes near the ‘edge of511

the instability cone’ the ion drift does indeed create pairs of faster than cs and slower512

than cs echoes that differ from cs by roughly the same amount. Unfortunately, the al-513

titude information was not very reliable for the observations reported here, and the dis-514

cussion must stop at that for now. However, we are inferring from the model calcula-515

tions that the 400 to 500 m/s narrow echoes have to be coming from the lower part of516

the unstable region, around 104 km altitude. These echoes must therefore come from the517

edge of a strong ‘Type I’ echo region (type I echoes come from strongly unstable echoes518

with a cs Doppler shift and are centered along the vd direction). There is also a hint in519

the bi-variate histograms of a narrow population with Doppler shifts of the order of 100520

to 200 m/s, which could be the high altitude complement to Type IV at 115 km altitude521

seen in Figure 7. It will be left to future studies with more accurate altitude and azimuthal522

determination to see if this notion is actually confirmed by the observations.523

In light of the comparison between Figures 9 and 10, it is interesting to note that,524

in both cases, the bulk of the slower narrow Doppler shifts extends gradually towards525

the type I spectra as the spectral width increases. The pattern is basically a straight line526

in both examples. This could be explained by the fact that as the line-of-sight gradu-527

ally deviates from the vd direction in the bottom half of the unstable layer, the turbu-528

lence becomes gradually weaker (gradually narrower spectra) and the ion drift contri-529

bution gradually reduces the Doppler shift at the same time. To be specific, assume E/B530

to be what was associated with the fast narrow spectra, namely, 1500 to 1800 m/s. This531
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means that the fully turbulent spectra from 102 to 107 km would have had a Doppler532

shift between 500 and 800 m/s, according to Figure 1. As already discussed above the533

weakly turbulent narrow spectra at those altitudes should have been of the order of 400534

to 425 m/s.535

The point is that a gradual rotation associated with azimuthal changes in the line-536

of-sight direction would have gradually taken the Doppler shift from cs ≈ 700 m/s at537

full turbulence to 425 m/s at weak turbulence. These numbers agree well with the 2-D538

histograms of Figures 9 and 10 . This being stated, we have to await an accurate deter-539

mination of the altitudes of the various spectral types in order to confirm the theoret-540

ical interpretation.541

The important point of the present subsection is that the narrow populations from542

the two separate events and different radars have very similar bi-variate histograms that543

indicate that strong electric field events create reproducible data that offer opportuni-544

ties for promising future in-depth studies. This, incidentally includes the small popu-545

lation of narrow spectra with 100 m/s or so Doppler shifts. According to figure 3, this546

population could come from around 115 km altitude. However, it could also be associ-547

ated with altitudes less than 100 km owing to non-isothermal electron effects lower down548

(St-Maurice & Chau, 2016), once again illustrating the importance of getting reliable al-549

titude determinations for a clear understanding of the observations.550

We conclude this subsection by pointing the reader to the Supplementary Infor-551

mation (SI) file linked to the present paper. The file points to two movies. The second552

one shows the location in latitude and longitude of the Doppler shifts that were observed553

around the time interval covered for the production of the bi-variate histogram of Fig-554

ure 10 (the movie is from 3:00 TO 4:00 UT while the bi-variate histogram came from555

the 2:30 to 3:30 UT interval). The figure shows that the fast echoes came from a nar-556

row pattern that was strongly elongated to the north, on the eastern edge of regions with557

smaller Doppler shifts. This orientation indicates that the E×B drift followed a rather558

long channel that was along a strongly northward direction. This facilitated the detec-559

tion of fast echoes by the radar, given its field of view centered on the north.560

The first movie from the SI file shows how the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) changed561

in time as a function of Doppler shift and range. While the Doppler shift was recorded562

in Hz, we should note that the 400 Hz Doppler shifts came entirely from fast narrow spec-563

tra (or ‘Type IV’ spectra). The movie illustrates that the Type IV signatures were con-564

nected to regions for which the Doppler shifts of other modes were also in excess of 700565

m/s but were detached from them. We take this as an indication that with its azimuthal566

fan, the radar was able to detect the fastest modes (more or less in the E×B direction)567

at the same time as it was detecting normal ‘Type I’ signatures associated with full tur-568

bulence in the vd rather than in the E × B direction. The cause for the gap between569

the two signatures is not entirely clear. One possibility is that the signal-to-noise mea-570

sured the ratio of the peak spectral value to the background noise. For strong turbulence571

this is not an issue. However, for very narrow spectral widths associated with weak tur-572

bulence the signal will stand out more even if the integrated signal is less, thereby en-573

hancing the chances for the detection of spectra with the narrowest spectral widths. The574

only thing we can tell for sure at this point is that the fully turbulent spectra and the575

fast weakly turbulent spectra would have come from different lines-of-sight. Clearly, this576

points to far more detailed future studies in relation to locations of echo types from high577

resolution data in time and space.578

5.4 Points to keep in mind for future higher resolution studies579

The following points should be kept in mind when studying the occurrence of nar-580

row spectral signatures:581
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1. The generation of bi-variate histograms of the type presented in the previous sub-582

section requires that the plasma density at the altitudes of interest be high enough.583

In practise, not all unstable structures should be visible for coherent radars. The584

cross section dependence on δnkp makes the intensity of the signal proportional585

to | δnkp

n0
|2n2

0. The density fluctuation levels vary a lot less than n2
0 in the presence586

of the details of precipitation (typical auroral situations). Therefore, whether or587

not a large amplitude structure is seen could well depend on precipitation details.588

Evidence for this effect has been reported recently by Huyghebaert, St. Maurice,589

et al. (2021) through the use of combined coherent radar and optical observations590

from the Swarm-E satellite. Basically, the authors found that FB irregularities were591

not detected when the plasma density was too high owing to a probable shorting592

of the electric field. They were also not detected when the plasma density was low,593

presumably because the radar cross-section was too small. Future ground-based594

optical observations or satellite precipitation observations in combination with si-595

multaneous coherent radar observations are needed to ascertain how important596

the plasma density effects might be.597

2. The data presented in this paper are preliminary in the sense that no attempt has598

been made to extract precise information about the distribution of Doppler shifts599

through the field of view of the instrument. All we showed in the present prelim-600

inary presentation is (1) that faster Doppler shifts have to come from the higher601

part of the unstable region; (2) that there will be a population of narrow spectra602

coming from higher altitudes that will have Doppler shifts well in excess of cs, while603

spectra with a somewhat lower Doppler shift than cs would come from the lower604

part of the unstable region. Narrow spectra with a Doppler shift much lower than605

cs spectra should be present at the same altitude as the fast narrow spectra. This606

suggests, (3), that it might be feasible to use our model calculations to infer use-607

ful information about the electric field responsible for the generation of unstable608

FB waves after an accurate determination of the location of the various spectra609

with narrow spectral widths becomes available.610

3. The model calculations should be viewed as providing an upper limit on the Doppler611

shift of fast narrow spectra. We should expect a collection of Doppler shifts that612

are close to what we have calculated but do not exceed that upper limit. Together613

with small Doppler shift variations over ‘wide ranges’ (5 km) of altitude the ex-614

istence of a small non-zero range of values for narrow spectra may be the reason615

why the Type IV ‘islands’ have somewhat variable Doppler shifts and spectral widths.616

It might also explain, as we discussed, the ‘straight line’ population that extends617

from 500 to 750 m/s Doppler shifts as the spectral width increases from 30 to 300618

m/s.619

4. It should be kept in mind that the slower branch of the narrow spectra occurs on620

one side of the instability cone while the fast branch comes from the other side621

of it. This means that even if the electric field were to be very uniform through-622

out the field of view of a radar, the two types of narrow spectral echoes should come623

from different directions possibly tens of degrees apart in azimuth.624

5. When the central viewing direction is to the north as is the case with ICEBEAR,625

we should expect to see narrow spectral signatures around magnetic midnight be-626

cause the E×B drift would have a better chance to be moving towards the radar,627

making it easier to detect the various spectral signatures of interest. This being628

stated, an active auroral event is full of twists and turns so that a northward look-629

ing radar could still be yielding narrow spectral results in the dusk or dawn sec-630

tors. The SI file added to the present paper provides an example of this very sit-631

uation.632

6. Equatorial observations of FB waves have clearly demonstrated that gradient-drift633

waves a few km in size are capable to rotate the electric field direction in FB struc-634

tures (Kudeki et al., 1982) with an oscillating pattern matching the oscillation of635

the gradient-drift wave. As a result, for a radar facing magnetic north, one would636
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expect to often face an east-west electric field with gradient-drift structures pro-637

ducing oscillating E×B drifts on a scale of a few km in the electric field direc-638

tion. Given the successful equatorial observations, it might be feasible to detect639

such oscillating structures either with a high time resolution observation at a fixed640

location or, better still, with a high-azimuthal resolution combined with a high641

time resolution.642

6 Summary and Conclusion643

We have shown that the phase velocity of FB waves reaches a maximum between644

114 and 118 km, but only in the case of spectra with narrow spectral widths. The rea-645

son is that the background ion drift can affect the Doppler shift of weakly turbulent modes,646

but not the Doppler shift of fully turbulent modes, owing to a peculiarity of the geom-647

etry having to do with the ion drift being perpendicular to the relative drift between elec-648

trons and ions.649

Following a comparison between weakly turbulent isothermal and non-isothermal650

ion calculations, we have also found that non-isothermal ion corrections to the weakly651

unstable theory become important because the fastest modes occur in a region where652

non-isothermal ions affect the dispersion relation. The calculations reveal that, by com-653

parison to the isothermal situation, the non-isothermal ion corrections create fastest phase654

velocities that are smaller than for the isothermal case by a few 100 m/s when the elec-655

tric field is very strong (75 mV/m and more). In fact, isothermal theory would have pre-656

dicted that the maximum phase velocity of spectra with narrow spectral widths would657

otherwise have been very close to the E×B drift. Both theories predict that the fastest658

waves should be seen if the look direction matches the E×B direction itself, this in spite659

of smaller growth rates along that direction. This condition requires the ion drift to be660

large enough to bring the observed phase velocities back from a cs value toward the largest661

possible values that can be achieved by the plasma waves, namely, the value of the mean662

electron drift, i.e., the E×B itself.663

We noted that at the upper altitudes of the unstable region the ion drift can also664

trigger narrow slow modes when the look direction shifts toward the electric field direc-665

tion. As a result, narrow spectra from the upper part of the unstable region end up not666

just with a total Doppler shift that can be substantially greater than cs, but also with667

another narrow spectral mode that can be substantially smaller than cs. This being stated,668

the bulk of the ‘slow narrow’ spectra with Doppler velocities only moderately less than669

cs by 100 to 200 m/s would be found lower down, near 105 km altitude. We also recalled670

that St-Maurice and Chau (2016) showed that other slow narrow spectral populations671

should be present below 100 km owing to a non-isothermal electron behavior there. This672

point illustrates the importance of a reliable altitude determination if we are to under-673

stand the observations before we can exploit their contents.674

We should note the large ion drifts have to also impact the Doppler shift of sec-675

ondary waves (so-called Type II waves) so that secondary waves with very large spec-676

tral width (expected when the ion-acoustic speed is large, according to Hamza and St-677

Maurice (1993)) will start to move at measurable speeds, namely the ion drift compo-678

nent along the electric field direction, when created in the upper part of the unstable re-679

gion during strong electric field conditions.680

Future research should be aimed at producing as detailed a description as possi-681

ble of the spectral width and the altitude and azimuthal position of the various kinds682

of echoes. It could ultimately be used to document how the electric field changes within683

the field of view, at least when strong electric fields are present. It might even enable684

the detection of a modulation by larger size gradient-drift waves, much as has been seen685

in equatorial situations.686
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1. Captions for Movies S1 and S2

Introduction

The present material provides the reader with context for the measurements presented

in the main article. The first video (Movie S1) displays data obtained from the Ionospheric

Continuous-wave E-region Bistatic Experimental Auroral Radar (ICEBEAR) plotted in a

range-Doppler grid with the color representing the Signal-to-Noise-Raio (SNR). The time

resolution of the measurements is 5 seconds. There are multiple instances of relatively fast

Doppler velocity spectra, where a theoretical interpretation for the occurrence of these
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fast narrow spectra is provided in the manuscript. In the second video (movie S2), the

data is mapped to the ICEBEAR field-of-view using azimuthal and range information.

Movie S1. Movie showing the range and Doppler shift evolution of ICEBEAR spectra

with a 5 s time resolution. The movie was recorded over the time period 3:00-4:00 UT on

March 10, 2018. To convert the Doppler shift to an approximate velocity one can multiply

by 3.03 m (half-wavelength of the ICEBEAR 49.5 MHz radar operating frequency).

Movie S2. Movie showing the evolution of ICEBEAR measurements mapped to the radar

field-of-view with a time resolution of 5 seconds over the time period of 3:00-4:00 UT on

March 10, 2018. The azimuthal information from the linear ICEBEAR interferometer

(pre-ICEBEAR 3D) were used to map the coherent scatter.
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